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Percussion Instruments

Grouping Musical Instruments
 (by the way the sound is produced)
Orchestra Instrument Families
Brass Instruments

Listening for Naming Instruments
 *organs  “Hockey Hockey”
 *bagpipes  “My Bonnie”
 *brass  “All Together/Let’s Make Peace”
 *strings  “All Night, All Day”
 *percussion “The I Don’t Wanna Blues”
 *woodwinds” “It’s Cold Outside”
 *clarinet/tuba “The Bear Went Over”
 *toy piano  “Music Time”

See Also:    Peter and the Wolf     Can Do Music 1

Work Pages
 *naming percussion instruments
 *grouping musical instruments

Music Element:  Timbre  Part 1
Knowing Musical Instruments
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Playing Musical Instruments
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Unpitched Percussion Instruments
Pitched Percussion Instruments
Teacher Info re Timbre

Classroom Guidelines for Playing
ReLearn Instrument Guidelines

How-To Add an Instrument Part
 *general ideas
 *playing to a written rhythm

Improvisation with Percussion
 Pentatonic Songs

Playing in a Rhythm Band
Variations on a Rhythm Band

Playing an Ostinato
Playing a Rhythm Ostinato
 with an instrument track

Arranging a Music Accompaniment
  (see Composition Projects)

A Few Specific Song Ideas
 It’s C-c-c-c C-c Cold CD1
 Los Pollitos    CD1
 Music Time   CD2
 Lukey’s Boat    CD2
 The Bear Went Over CD2         
 It’s Cold Outside  CD2
 This Little Light  Cd2
(many other songs have ideas on the lesson 
pages)

Work Pages
   *naming percussion instruments
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InstrumentsMusic Elements:  Timbre

Music & InstrumentsMusic & Instruments
Every time a new instrument is used, take a few moments to 
 1.  name it, 
 2.  talk about the materials it is made out of 
and  3.  explore ways it may be played.   Hot Chocolate

re-used tin with 
plastic lid

hand drum

OR

A hand drum is usually 
made out of wood and 
s o m e  k i n d  o f  t h i n  
leather/skin or membrane.  
It is held loosely in one hand 
by the wood, and played by 
tapping it with  finger tips or 
the bottom of the palm.

Percussion Instruments are anything that makes an 

interesting sound by shaking, rattling, scraping, tapping or 
striking.   Every primary classroom can afford percussion 
instruments.

shakers
maracas

finger
cymbals

triangle

tambourine

bells

rhythm sticks claves

cow bell

tick-tock
  block spoons

metallic sounds

bells
triangle
cymbals

“jingle bells”
   --buy at sewing or craft store
two pot lids work as cymbals
metal utensils
a washboard and scraper
use a kitchen whisk as a beater

wooden sounds

rhythm sticks
claves
wood block
tick-tock block

bamboo chopsticks
   (my favourite sound)
wooden spoons
wooden napkin holders

Keep an eye out for interesting sound makers,
you’ll soon have more than enough for everyone to play something.

rattling sounds

shakers
maracas
guiro

*fill child-proof pill bottles
    with a variety of small seeds, beans, etc.
    to make shakers

a few ideas to get you started
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Can Do Music 2    February    179 Lesley J Clare

TimbreTimbre

"We live in  (province).  Canada has a province where most of the people 
speak French.  It's called Québec.  It's a very interesting place with lots of 
traditions and special holidays.  The biggest city in Québec is also called 
Québec.  In February, every year, Québec City has a big party called  
Carnival." 

Be ready to tell me about Carnival after you watch and listen to its song." 
(Show the mp4  videosong for Bonhomme, Bonhomme.)

How many times did you hear "Bonhomme?" (6)   Bonhomme is the mascot of the 
Quebec Winter Carnival.  He wears a costume  ---it's big, and white, there are 
large black buttons down the front, he is wearing a red stocking hat and around 
his middle there is a colourful belt.  Can you guess what he is? (snowman)

In the song, what do you think Bonhomme is doing?  (playing a violin)

 (If anyone has been to Carnival, build on ideas offered.)  
During the day there are bobsled races and ice sculptures 
to look at, rides and games for children to play and special 
food to eat.  In the evenings, people gather inside to eat, 
drink and make music!  Listen to the special carnival song, 
it's in French.  How many times do you hear the word  
"Bonhomme?"  (Play the first verse of Bonhomme.)

If it's not possible
to show the mp4,
talk a bit about
Carnival.

Gather ideas about Carnival from students.
 bobsled runs, parades,  fireworks,  music,   
 sledding,   snow   etc.
 violins,    trumpet,     drums,     flute
       AND    Bonhomme
       and it's in French!

Listen/watch the videosong again.   This time ask students to mime playing the 
instruments as they are named in the song.   Grade 2 students seem to delight in 
"pretending" to play musical instruments.   Miming the ways in which each is 
played are cues to how the sound is produced.

Grouping Musical Instruments
 (by the way their sound is produced)

le cornet
cornet

brass
blow directly into tube

le violon
violin

strings
bow(scrape), pluck, strum

  (the big white mascot)

la flute
flute

woodwinds
blow through a reed

The flute is the only Woodwind 
instrument without a reed  --the 
exception that proves the rule!

le tambour
drum

percussion
tap, scrape, shake

INSTRUMENT FAMILIES
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cornet 

violin

drums

flute
clarinet

tambourine
piano

recorder

tuba

guitar viola
cello
double bass
banjo
ukulele

oboe
piccolo
bassoon

trumpet
trombone
french horn

shakers
bells
xylophone
rhythm sticks

strings

brass

woodwinds

percussion

bow(scrape), pluck, strum

blow directly into tube

usually blow 
through a reed

tap, scrape, shake
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c. ljc 2010  

tuba

c. ljc 2010  
trumpet

c. ljc 2010  

trombone

c. ljc 2010  

french horn

"Let's make peace."

"All together"

"All together"

"All together"

Timbre  Timbre  Brass Instruments

Orchestral instruments are commonly divided into four 
families or groups ... strings, percussion, brass and 
woodwinds.  The accompaniment music for “All Together - 
Let’s Make Peace” on both the mp3 and the mp4 is played by 
brass instruments.  

Orchestra Families - Methods of Playing

percussion tapping, striking, shaking
string  bowing, plucking, strumming
woodwind blowing air across a reed(except flute)
brass  blowing air directly into the mouthpiece

11

22

33

Show a brass instrument, or use pictures to introduce students 
to this orchestra family.  As each instrument is described, 
place its flashcard (pdfs under “resources - flashcards”) on the 
pocket chart.  If students have older siblings they may be 
familiar with one of these instruments which are commonly 
part of middle school music.

Direct students to listen (not sing) to the mp3 of “All Together”, 
listening for the instrument that plays all by itself.  
  When does it play?   
  Guess which instrument it is?

tuba plays alone

“All Together”
tuba plays bass part

Divide the class into a brass ensemble.  Have students 
mime playing their instruments as the mp3 is played again.
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Can Do Music 2    February    177 Lesley J Clare

Many of the music arrangements for CanDo songs feature orchestral instruments.   Warm-Ups 
in February use these arrangements, and a few others,  to provide "listening" fodor for students.  
Instruments will be identified by the ways in which sound is produced  i.e. the four basic 
instrumental families: brass(air blown directly into mouthpiece)

woodwind(air blown across a reed before entering mouthpiece)
strings(plucked, bowed or strummed)
percussion(tapped, struck, shaken, rubbed).

2 Warm-Up Song and Listening for Instruments

Timbre  –   Listening for Instruments

Song:  Hockey, Hockey
           Key A, first note "E"(low mi)
            1. Warm-up voices for singing in the song's Key.
         (If you use the recorded warm-ups,
          model the handsigns as the solfa are sung.)
2.  Play the recorded music, 
          students sing with the recording.
3.  Instrument Focus
            

Listening Challenge:   
Describe how the musical sound is being made   
                   the name of the musical instrument.
         

and/or

A pipe organ has a keyboard.  Pushing on 
a key sends a message for the machinery to 
send air through one pipe which makes a 
sound.

An electronic organ/synthesizer creates 
sound artificially using wave lengths.   
Pushing on a key determines which wave 
length will sound.
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Can Do Music 2    February    178 Lesley J Clare

A pipe organ has a keyboard.  Pushing on a key sends a message for the machinery to 
send air through one pipe which makes a sound.

A n  e l e c t r o n i c  
organ/synthesizer creates 
sound artificially using wave 
lengths.   Pushing on a key 
determines which wave 
length will sound.
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Song and Listening for Instruments
Song:  My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
            1.  Play the recorded music without vocals.
      

2.  Place the instrument cards on the pocket chart.
3.  Play recorded music,  students sing along.
           
         

 Listening Challenge:   
      Describe how the musical sound is being made   
  and name  the musical instruments.

*air blown into the "pipe" 
goes into the bag and then 
out through the chanter 
(tune maker) or the drones

blowpipe

chanter

drones

bag

chord
Bagpipes

Follow the pattern established in 
this week's first lesson.

TimbreTimbre

Bagpipes have been “invented’ and used all around 
the world.  Photos on the next page give an 
indication of additional versions of bagpipes.

Woodwind Family
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Can Do Music 2    February    186 Lesley J Clare
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Many of the music arrangements for CanDo songs feature orchestral instruments.   Warm-Ups 
in February use these arrangements, and a few others,  to provide "listening" fodor for students.  
Instruments will be identified by the ways in which sound is produced  i.e. the four basic 
instrumental families: brass(air blown directly into mouthpiece)

woodwind(air blown across a reed before entering mouthpiece)
strings(plucked, bowed or strummed)
percussion(tapped, struck, shaken, rubbed).

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2

 ta    ta     ta-a  ta   ta  ti-ti  ta

Warm-Up Song and Listening for Instruments

Timbre  –   Listening for Instruments

Rhythm:  Reading Rhythm Flashcards

Listening Challenge:   
Describe how the musical sound is being made   
                   the name of the musical instrument.
         

and/or

Song:  All Together/Let's Make Peace
            1.  Play the recorded music without vocals.

      

2.  As instruments are named, 
       place the instrument cards on the pocket chart.

3.  Play recorded music,  students sing along.
           
         

Tuba

Plays by itself in 
this piece.

French HornTrumpet
Play together in this piece.

Brass Instruments:  air is blown directly into 
the mouthpiece, valves are pushed to change 
the pitch of the sound
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Song:  All Night, All Day
            

Double Bass

Cello

Viola

Violin

Violin & Viola:  placed under the chin
Cello:  between knees while seated
Double Bass:  held upright

String Instruments:   played by being plucked, 
strummed or bowed  (bow scraped across the strings)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1 Warm-Up Song and Listening for Instruments

Listening Challenge:   
Describe how the musical sound is being made   
                   the name of the musical instrument.
         

and/or

1.  Play the recorded music without vocals.

      

2.  As instruments are named, 
       place the instrument cards on the pocket chart.

3.  Play recorded music,  students sing along.
           
         

mnemonic:   Instruments are like the three bears.   The papa bear and the 
biggest instrument have the lowest voice.   The baby bear and the smallest 
instrument have the highest voice.   Middle sized instruments are like mama 
bear and fall in the middle.   Instrument sizes need to be compared within the 
same family,  e.g.   strings with strings;  drums with drums.
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Stringed instruments are 
found around the world 
in many shapes and 
sizes.  What they have in 
common is the way they 
are played  --strum, 
pluck, scrape(bowed).

zither
balaika
ukulele
banjo
guitar
harp?

Can Do Music 2    February    199 Lesley J Clare
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Song and Listening for Instruments
Song:  The I Don't Wanna Blues
            1.  Play the recorded music without vocals.
      

2.  Place the instrument cards on the pocket chart.
3.  Play recorded music,  students sing along.
           
         

 Listening Challenge:   
      Describe how the musical sound is being made   
  and name  the musical instruments.

Can Do Music 2    February    205 Lesley J Clare

TimbreTimbre

Piano

Some kind of keyboard instrument, guitars 
and drum kit are typical of a rock band.

Electric Guitar

Drum Kit

Percussion Family
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Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2 Warm-Up Song and Listening for Instruments
Song:  It's C-c-c-c C-c-c-c Cold Outside   
            1. Warm-up voices for singing in the song's Key.
         (If you use the recorded warm-ups,
          model the handsigns as the solfa are sung.)
2.  Play the recorded music, 
          students sing with the recording.
3.  Instrument Focus
            

Listening Challenge:   
Describe how the musical sound is being made   
                   the name of the musical instrument.
         

and/or

Body:   Stretches

clarinet

oboe

Woodwind Family

Two main kinds of instruments  --
air blown over a reed,  or air 
blown across a hole to make 
sound (e.g. flute)
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Woodwind Family

Tw o  m a i n  k i n d s  o f  
instruments  --air blown over 
a reed,  or air blown across a 
hole to make sound (e.g. 
flute)

oboe

clarinet

Can Do Music 2    February    207 Lesley J Clare
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Song and Listening for Instruments
Song:  The Bear Went Over the Mountain
            1.  Play the recorded music without vocals.
      

2.  Place the instrument cards on the pocket chart.
3.  Play recorded music,  students sing along.
           
         

 Listening Challenge:   
      Describe how the musical sound is being made   
  and name  the musical instruments.

TimbreTimbre

Clarinet

Brass Instruments:
Sound is produced by blowing directly 
into the mouthpiece.
Woodwind Instruments:
Sound is produced by blowing across a 
reed which sits in the mouthpiece (like 
whistling through grass).

Tuba
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clarinet

tuba

Can Do Music 2    February    215 Lesley J Clare
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toy piano

Warm-Up Song 
and Listening for Instruments
Song:  Music Time
            Key G,  first note G(do)
            1.  Warm-up voices for singing in Key G.

            (If you use the recorded warm-ups,
      model the handsigns as the solfa are sung.)
2.  Play the recorded music, students sing.
3.  Instrument Focus
           
         Listening Challenge
Describe how the musical sound is being made
  and/or         the name of the instrument used.

harpsichord
synthesizer
grand piano
upright piano
organ
accordian
celesta
clavichord

Many instruments have 
keyboards  ...
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I can do music in Lesson  16 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
 2
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spoons

tambourine

finger cymbals

cow bell

tick tock block

triangle

claves

maracas

hand drum

bells

rhythm sticks

Find the name for each musical 
instrument.  Print the name on the 

The instrument that I want to play the most is ______________________.

Ask me to tell you how to play my favourite instrument!

Percussion Instruments

Using either instruments or 
flashcards, ask students to 
name the instrument AND give 
a word to describe its sound.

With the class choose an 
instrument to be played on the 
chattering in "C-c-c-c C-c 
Cold."   Sing the song and play 
the instrument.

With the class decide on a 
different way to use an 
instrument during the song  i.e. 
play somewhere other than on 
the chattering.  (on the beat, 
just on the word "cold," etc.)

Timbre

Lesson 16b

Naming Instruments Page 20



I can do music in Lesson 20 .  My name is _________________________________
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G

C
D

E
F

C
D

E
F

A
B

G

If a musician  into an instrument, colour it blue.usually blows
If a musician or hammers an instrument, colour it red.usually strikes 
If a musician  an instrument, colour it green.usually bows or plucks

Making Musical Sounds

The focus of this work page is on 
HOW the musical sound is 
produced.   Students do not need 
to know the names of the 
instruments to complete the 
assignment.   The puzzle is to look 
at the picture and figure out what 
a person needs to do to make the 
sound  e.g.  blow into it,  strum the 
strings.

Grouping Musical Instruments
by the way the sound is produced

Work PageWork Page
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UnPitched InstrumentsMusic Element:  Timbre

Music & InstrumentsMusic & Instruments
Every time a new instrument is used, take a few moments to 
 1.  name it, 
 2.  talk about the materials it is made out of 
and  3.  explore ways it may be played.   Hot Chocolate

re-used tin with 
plastic lid

hand drum

OR

A hand drum is usually 
made out of wood and 
s o m e  k i n d  o f  t h i n  
leather/skin or membrane.  
It is held loosely in one hand 
by the wood, and played by 
tapping it with  finger tips or 
the bottom of the palm.

Percussion Instruments are anything that makes an 

interesting sound by shaking, rattling, scraping, tapping or 
striking.   Every primary classroom can afford percussion 
instruments.

shakers
maracas

finger
cymbals

triangle

tambourine

bells

rhythm sticks claves

cow bell

tick-tock
  block spoons

metallic sounds

bells
triangle
cymbals

“jingle bells”
   --buy at sewing or craft store
two pot lids work as cymbals
metal utensils
a washboard and scraper
use a kitchen whisk as a beater

wooden sounds

rhythm sticks
claves
wood block
tick-tock block

bamboo chopsticks
   (my favourite sound)
wooden spoons
wooden napkin holders

Keep an eye out for interesting sound makers,
you’ll soon have more than enough for everyone to play something.

rattling sounds

shakers
maracas
guiro

*fill child-proof pill bottles
    with a variety of small seeds, beans, etc.
    to make shakers

a few ideas to get you started
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Pitched InstrumentsMusic Element:  Timbre

Pitched Instruments glockenspiels
xylophones
keyboards

Xylophones (wooden bars) and glockenspiels (metal bars) with removable bars, add incredibly to a 
musical program in elementary school.   The removable bars mean that young musicians don’t have to 
worry about hitting the “wrong” note, because the only notes left on the instruments are the ones needed 
for the song.  See individual songs for accompaniment ideas.

Having at least one pitched instrument in the classroom gives a way to “tune” the beginning of each song.   
Teachers used to use pitch pipes  ---glockenspiels can be shared!   Sturdy, usable glockenspiels may be 
purchased for around $40Canadian.  If you can fit it into your classroom budget, buy one each year until 
you have at least 5.

Professional quality glockenspiels/xylophones 
can be expensive.  It’s possible to find music 
stores with a less costly alternative.  
Appearances can be deceiving however.  Ask the 
manager of the music store (or email the on-line 
store) to check the pitch of the glockenspiel 
against a keyboard instrument before 
purchased, or you may end up with a musical 
instrument that isn’t very musical.  Look for 
glockenspiels that have bars which may be 
removed, and offer additional bars for Fsharp 
and Bflat.

No glockenspiels or xylophones in your room?  Does your classroom have tablets for students to use?   
Find an app that puts a keyboard on the screen.   It will be more difficult to play as the notes can be 
removed, however, it does offer the same “bars”, that may be played using the accompaniments intended 
for glockenspiels.

G
C D E F

C D E F
A B

G

G C D E F
C D E F A B G

glockenspiel

xylophone

mallets

If your classroom has 
several glockenspiels, try 
using the “wrong” end of 
the mallets for a gentler 
sound while practising.

Many of the pitched accompaniments depend on students being able to feel and play on a beat.  Its 
tempting sometimes to help students play by holding their hands as they play.   Better to stand behind a 
student who is struggling and lightly tap their shoulders to the beat.  Let students enjoy their moments on 
the pitched instruments  ---that enjoyment is a far more important learning at this stage than playing 
perfectly.

An ability to feel beat begins in the womb.  Children who are rocked as babes and toddlers have a built in 
head start for knowing the beat.   Like many mathematical skills, learning takes place developmentally.   
It’s not surprising to find students in Grades 2 and 3 who are still struggling to show the beat with 
movement.
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tuning fork

voice singing

instrument
playing pattern

Making all three sounds at the same time
produces complex sound, layers of sound.

tuning fork

voice singing

instrument
playing pattern

Timbre in music, refers to the sound or tones that are heard.  Combining voices from different 
people, layers the sound.  Add in an instrument or two and again the overall effect is of a more 
complex sound.  Science images of waves show this simply.

TimbreTimbre

Sometimes when sounds are layered, they produce a dissonance  - a tension.  I call it “that 
cringy feeling”. Ocassionally composers will call for this on purpose, but the usual in music is 
to layer sounds into harmony.

The simplest way to add timbre in primary is with unpitched percussion  -e.g.  drums, rhythm 
sticks, tambourines, bells   OR   to sing rounds,  or partner songs  (two songs that may be sung 
at the same time).

Keyboards, pianos, glockenspiels, xylophones are pitched percussion instruments.  If a song is 
in the Key of C  ---then usually its possible to play the name of the Key  i.e.   “C”,  on the first 
beat of each bar without causing terrible dissonance.

Some songs are sung in a Pentatonic Scale  --a scale 
based on 5 notes.   

Pentatonic songs may be accompanied by playing any of 
those notes  --this is the basis for simple orff arrangements.  
Choose a few words from the song as a rhythm pattern and 
assign them notes.  Remove bars from the instruments that 
are not needed  --making it an easy success experience for 
beginning musicians and teachers.

Key C    C    D    E     G   A
Key D    D    E    F#   A   B
Key F     F    G    A    C    D
Key G    G    A    B    D   C

Do  Re   Mi  So   La
Pentatonic Scale

Do Re Mi So La

e.g.   Lukey’s Boat
          ti - ti      ta
          D   G     D
(Key of G, using do(G) and so(D)
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Playing Instruments

 1.  Don't complain or whine about having a turn on the instruments.
  If you don't have a turn today, you will have a turn next time.
                      If you prefer to play a different instrument, you need to wait your turn.
                     Complaining about your instruments means you don't want to play it.
 2.  Instruments do not make sounds until the teacher/conductor says.
                      If the conductor hears sounds made on purpose, 
  then you lose your turn playing the instrument."

Sometimes I add a third rule   i.e.   treat the instruments with respect.   They are not 
toys (definitely not toy swords re rhythm sticks) or science experiments.   They will 
break.   

A few rules to help ensure playing instruments in music class is fun!

I dislike taking an instrument away from a child who wants to play it, BUT I do it because 
eventually it makes music class more fun for students and teachers.  

I gage the amount of time “without instrument” to individual student behaviour.

The first few times I give out instruments I include a free play segment  e.g.  "I'm going to count to 
ten.  While I'm counting you may experiment with your instrument.  When I say "ten" then all 
instruments stop playing immediately.  Ready ...  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10."   This gives all students an 
opportunity to simply make a joyful sound.
(Students need to keep an eye and ear on the conductor to see/hear the stop signal.)  

Students lose their turn playing!

circle formation: pass instruments to the friend on the right
row/line formation:  pass the instruments to the person behind,
     person at the end of the line bring their instrument to the front
     OR:  first row passes to the back, 
             last person first row passes to last person second row
             second row passes to the front
             first person in the second row passes to first person in the third row
             third row passes back, etc.   
             until the last person brings the instrument to the front of the first row

How will instruments be shared in your room?

Instrument Passing Plans
Choose a plan that works for your classroom, and stick to it.   After a few 
sessions, students will catch on and it will help with instrument sharing.

Plan
how to
change
instrument players!
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Can Do Music 2    September    39 Lesley J Clare

If your class has two music periods a week, then they have already 
been introduced to playing instruments in school.   If this is the first 
time with instruments this year, take time to set up guidelines 
BEFORE giving the instruments out.

First time with instruments this year?  ---Take the time to set parameters for their use, and be a 
stickler for following them.   It will make following music lessons more fun for everyone.

My Rules  ---(You need to decide on your own rule set.)
1.  Instruments are not toys, they will be treated with respect.
2.  Instruments are only played when the conductor/teacher says.
3.  If a person complains about the kind of instrument they are given,
        then clearly they don’t want to play it, so that instrument goes to a different person
        AND the original person is left without an instrument to play.

I am a terror for the first month of instruments.   If I hear a click or ding, then the instrument 
immediately is taken away from the student  ---even if we all need to stop singing/moving to have it 
happen.  I claim I am the only one with instrument ears  ---I can tell if it is an honest accident or an incident 
so students who point to others who play out of turn lose their instruments.  If an instrument is used as a 
play magic wand or sword  --then it is lost, --dangerous and not respecting the instrument.  Complaints 
are swiftly dealt with also.   No warnings  --I have found it prolongs the learning un-necessarily.   I hate to 
take an instrument away from a child, and I let them know I don't like doing it.   But I do DO it. 

Musical Instruments in the Classroom

Adding InstrumentsAdding Instruments

If space allows, sit students in a circle, or around the edge of the carpet.  Place an instrument 
in front of each student  (after reminding them to resist touching until instructed).   "When I say 
'Go!' you may pick your instrument up and experiment with it making sounds.   While 
you do that I will be counting to ten with my fingers.  Keep an eye on me, because 
when I reach "ten" I will put my hands on my head.  That's the signal for everyone to 
stop playing and place their instrument back on the floor in front of them.   Ready  -
Go!"

After the count of ten, wait until its completely quiet.  If instruments continue to be played 
longer than needed, simply walk over and take them away.   After the next song, instruments 
may be given back.   Congratulate someone who was attentive.

Today's instrument focus is on starting and stopping while singing.

Experimenting  (and getting the wigglies out)

Primary students love to rattle, bang, clang 
with percussion instruments.   Whenever 
extra time is available  ---add instruments 
to a song for musical mayhem.  

Use what's available and improvise extras  e.g.  
use chopsticks instead of rhythm sticks (I prefer 
their sound it's lighter.);   keep empty coffee cans 
with plastic lids to use as drums;   metal spoons 
and other kitchen utensils make great percussion. 

1.1.
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Playing Instruments

spoons

ha   ha

shakers
maracas

all day long

rhythm sticks

this-a-way
that-a-way

Words that are repeated in songs 
make good “playing” places.   Pick 
out a repeated word in any song for 
playing on percussion instruments.

The ideas given here are for “Ha Ha 
This-A-Way” taught in CanDo Music 
Grade One, Lesson Two.

Many of the Lesson Plan include ideas for adding instruments to particular songs.   As you use them, you 
will develop your own favourites and create new ways to embrace making a “joyful noise”.

A few of the specific ideas are on the following pages.
Do not be limited by the suggestions  ... they are beginning places!

Simplest way to add texture-timbre to a song is by clapping on the beat, or with the 
words(rhythm).   Switch to any percussion instrument and it adds a whole new dimension to 
music.

One of the hardest things for primary children when instruments are introduced to a 
lesson is waiting their turn,  AND  being afraid they’ll never get a turn.  For that 
reason, many of the lesson suggestions are ways to give everyone a quick turn at the 
same time.   Sometimes, however, especially with pitched instruments like the 
glockenspiel, keyboard or xylophone, student must wait.   I keep a list of students 
handy, and show students how I mark when they have had a turn on a “special” 
instrument.   In this way, students who don’t get a turn one day, may be reassured 
that their turn will come.   It also avoids the trauma of a child not remembering if they 
have had a turn, and your ability to help their memory via the record keeping.

This list also works for assessment purposes.   A quick coded symbol will remind you 
which students are successful at playing the instruments in the way intended, and 
which need more practice.

Taking
Turns
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Playing instruments while reading simple music is both excellent practice and an important 
motivation to learn the written symbols.   If there isn't time to give out percussion instruments  ---
use body percussion (clap, pat knees, snap fingers, rub fingernails across clothing, etc.)!   The 
instrument choices below are simply ideas, vary it by teacher/student suggestions.

rhythm sticks tambourineshakers
maracas

every "ti-ti" (eighth notes) every "ta"(quarter note) every "sh"(quarter rest)

OR OR OR
PAT

KNEES CLAP

THROW
HANDS

IN
AIR

Add InstrumentsAdd Instruments

Help students to remember the instrument 
rules  --especially re not touching/playing 
until the conductor says!

2.

from Can Do Music 1   Lesson 28

Give out instruments so that every child has "something."   If you don't have a class 
set of rhythm sticks (chopsticks), rulers or popsicle sticks will work.   Students 
playing shakers only need one.

Begin with the tambourines.   Ask students to hold their tambourines and play 
them every time there is a "sh."    Give a count-in --everyone says the words.
If that is successful, ask students with a shaker to hold their instruments and play 
them every time there is a "ta."   Give a count-in  --everyone says the words.
Finally, the rhythm sticks play on "ti-ti."    Encourage everyone to say the words.

Now, try once through with everyone using "magic lips,"  i.e. thinking the words but 
not saying them out loud. 

Collect the instruments.

3.

4.

5.

Playing Instruments Page 28

Post the written music for a song    OR   simply place 8 rhythm cards on the pocket chart, and follow 
the instructions below.   Once you’ve practised the method a time or two, explore variations ...
 e.g.    half the class sings while half the class plays
 e.g.    sing the song and clap on only one kind of rhythm symbol
 etc.



Key of C Pentatonic

G
C D EF

C D EF AB
G

do re mi   so la    do re mi
 C  D  E     G A     C   D  E

Either now, or before class begins, prepare a 
glockenspiel to play in the Key of C Pentatonic.

If you need the support of recorded music, use 
the "Autumn Leaves Improvising" track.

Pentatonic Songs:  Autumn Leaves uses only 5 notes in the scale   --do, re, mi, so and la.  

On the glockenspiel remove every “fa” and “ti”  --in the Key of C take off the Fs and Bs.  Now, no 
matter which notes you play while singing, they will harmonize(sound good) with the tune.   WOW --
it means you can’t make a mistake!   Even better, it means that children playing an accompaniment 
to a song won’t strike a note that clashes, I think of them as “cringing notes.”                               
Pentatonic songs  lend themselves to improvisation as all choices fit..  

Teacher Info and Preparation for Improvisation

This activity has several benefits.  
  It helps to internalize the beat of a song.
  It gives children who are not  yet able  to keep a steady beat,
   or to repeat a pattern consistently, 
                   a successful experience of playing a musical instrument.
  It encourages creativity in a forgiving environment.

1.
2.

3.

Improvising

 If you want to try this activity with another song, check at the top of the music for 
the words “Pentatonic” and the list of bars to use on the glockenspiel,   e.g.  Teddy 
Bear.    The improvising may be done while the words are sung or as an interlude.

Improvising may also be done using percussion instruments with any song.
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Make Music with InstrumentsMake Music with Instruments

Something a little different today.   Instead of using percussion instruments to accompany a song or practice rhythms,  
this is an opportunity for your class to all be part of a percussion band.   The music created is instrumental  --no singing.  
The experience is akin to that of being in an orchestra or band.   Musicians and conductor work together to create a 
piece of instrumental music.

Place 8 rhythm flashcards on the pocket chart as shown.   
Avoid using the cards that begin with a rest  (sh or shu).

Practice clapping and naming the rhythm symbols.
It's important that students be able to read both lines without pausing between them.

1

2

3

4

Give a clear count-in:   ONE   2   ready   go

Students say and clap the rhythm symbols.
Conductor points to each symbol to help keep the beat steady.

Repeat at least once.

Students use "magic lips"  i.e.  no sound comes out to say the symbols,
while clapping them.

Show how the beat is made up of "ta" symbols 
       by pointing to the beat flashcard.
The first beat  ONE  needs to be stronger than the others.

Choose 4-5 students to chant the beat  “Beat Group”.

Conductor (teacher) gives the count-in,
            may be done audibly or by using hand signals.
Beat Group   says the beat pattern once 
            and repeats until piece is finished.
The rest of the class begins clapping the rhythm pattern 
           after the first Beat set is done.

Repeat changing the students in the beat group.

Give the second beat group hand drums  (or whatever variety of drum you've come up with).
Have the group sit together.

Can Do Music 2       April    260 Lesley J Clare

ONE      2        3        4

  TA      ta        ta       ta

Remind everyone of the instrument rules!

Give percussion instruments to all students.
Ask students to sit together with others playing the same 
kind of instrument  AND  to place their instruments on the 
mat in front of them.

Note:  Use smaller groups on the 
instruments that ring loudly.    Surprise 
sound instruments  e.g. cow bell, 
squeaky toy,  need to be limited to 2 or 3.   
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Percussion instruments don't have to 
be professionally made, they just 
have to rattle, klonk, twang or tap.

Note:  Every student will need a percussion instrument.
           



improvised lead line
     glockenspiel or xylophone
     one mallet

ta

ti-ti

ta-a

sh

ostinato

beat
hand drum  (played with hand)
plastic container with lid
   e.g.  ice cream,  large yoghurt  
     (played with ruler)

tambourine shaken
jingle bells shaken

metallic sound
e.g.  spoons
        triangle
        

wooden sound
e.g.  rhythm sticks
        chopsticks
        wooden blocks

surprise sound
e.g.   cow bell
         cymbals
         tambourine struck
      

shakers/maraccas
throw-away cups taped together
    with some pasta, seeds 
        or rice inside

Depending on your class, you may want to add one 
instrumental part at a time  ---practising it before adding 
another.   

Everyone with a wooden tapping instrument will play 
on every "ti-ti."   The rest of the class  listens while the 
beat groups and the ti-ti group play through the 
piece once.    etc.

Add an ostinato for texture in the music.   Choose 4 or 5 
students.   Place the ostinato pattern on the pocket chart 
and have the ostinato group practice their pattern.  

Conductor  (count-in)
Beat Group  (once alone)
Ostinato Group (once alone)
Rhythm Group (all rhythm symbols) 

it's an amazing feeling when the piece all comes together.   
Do it again just for fun, adding a repeat   i.e.  1st line,  2nd 
line, 1st line, 2nd line.

Record the performance so that the class may listen to 
itself.

Tape recorders,   i-pads,   cell 
phones,   camera with video  --
use whatever is available to 
make a recording.

Play the recording for the class.
Help the class to reflect on their performance.
     What was done well?
      What could be changed to make a better performance?

Using this same piece of music  (since its been practised), 
give students an opportunity to try a different instrument 
and thus part in the rhythm band.   Since the beat underlies 
the whole piece, choose students for this group who are 
likely to experience success at maintaining the beat 
steadily.

A B A B

FormNew Performance Order

Add some melody interest to the piece by having one student 
improvise on either a glockenspiel or xylophone with one mallet.   
Since only one note will be played at a time, all the bars may be left 
on the instrument.  Remind students that these instruments are 
pitched percussion.

Extra
  

Can Do Music 2       April    261 Lesley J Clare

Other classes may be ready to be assigned a part for their 
instrument and the whole class try playing  the piece 
together.

e.g.

ostinato = repeated pattern

New RepertoireNew Repertoire
Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle as a round
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Can Do Music 2        April    262 Lesley J Clare

Variations on a Rhythm BandTimbreTimbre

clapping

patting knees

clicking fingers

stamping feet

rubbing a bare arm

swiping hands

body percussion

hoots (like an owl)

clicking tongue

"ee"  "ee"  (like a monkey)

kissing sound

quack 
pah---ah  (vocalized)

vocal percussion

I can do music in Lesson  29 . Composer’ Name:   _________________________________
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Choose rhythms to make your composition.

Choose instruments to play.

Gather a group of 4 or 5 musicians.
Try playing each composition.
the musician who is the composer is also the conductor.
Practice again.

=

=

=

=

=

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

beat    

ostinato

________________________

________________________

beat instrument

ostinato instrument

instrument name

AA
“Percussion instruments have many, many 
different kinds of sounds, made in many, 
many different ways.   Sometimes percussion 
sounds may be made without an instrument, 
just with our bodies.  Some of the sounds our 
bodies make are funny, some are considered 
rude (and we won’t make them here), some 
sounds are loud, and some soft.

“I’m going to count backwards from 20.  While 
I’m counting, experiment making percussive 
sounds with your voices or bodies.  When I get 
to zero, I will put my hands on my head and 
that’s the signal for silence.  Ready,  go.”

Ask for a few volunteers to make their percussive 
sound.  Ask the rest of the class to echo the 
volunteers.

Remind the students of the Percussion Band done in 
Lesson 27a.  Using body percussion for sounds, 
repeat the process either with the whole class, or 
with students working individually on the 
composition page.

Leave time to hear a few compositions at the end of 
class.
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Ostinato as a musical term, derives from the latin for “stubborn”.   An ostinato is a short 
rhythm/pitch pattern that repeats,  or is found in various parts of a piece of music.

Although not usually called an ostinato,  playing on every beat is a form of ostinato.
In 4/4 time, a quarter note gets a beat.   Playing a drum on every beat would be “ta ta ta ta”.

Every rhythm flashcard in this curriculum could be an ostinato if played repeatedly in a song.

The simplest ostinatos to play while singing follow the rhythm of words from the song.
For instance,  in “Old MacDonald”    E-I-E-I-O X    OR   “ti-ti ti-ti ta sh” could be used as an ostinato.  
Choose an unpitched percussion instrument and play the   “ti-ti  ti-ti ta  sh” as an introduction 
instead of counting in to   “one, two, ready, sing”  and continue to play the “ti-ti ti-ti ta sh” through 
the whole song.

Students are guided to create ostinatos as part of a musical arrangement for their songs in the 
composition projects.  For more ideas,  check out a Can Do 2 composition project.

Ostinatos



Students have been developing skill in reading rhythms.   Now 
put those skills to practical use with percussion instruments.   

Place 4 rhythm flashcards on the pocket chart.
Instead of saying the symbol name and clapping,  say the symbol name and 
play the percussion instrument where the "claps" would have been.  Practice 
playing the four rhythm cards several times using a count-in of  "One, two, 
ready, play."

Any instrumental track for a song that is in 4/4 or 2/4 time may be used.   
Today, because it has such a firm beat, try these options using The Grand Old 
Duke of York.   Next try a piece of popular music with a strong beat.

Students will need to know when to begin playing.    Ask students to try 
conducting the piece with you as the music plays.  Begin the conducting 
pattern where the first "Grand" would be sung,   i.e.  The GRAND is a 
downstroke.  Conducting Pattern

2/4 Music - March

Stop the music and begin again.   It's the beginning together part that will need 
practice.

Remind students of the instrument rules  ---give every student a pair of rhythm 
sticks (chopsticks).

Tell students that instead of listening to you do the count-in,  this time the music 
will count them in just as was done with the conducting practice.   

Music & InstrumentsMusic & Instruments
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CanDo Music 1    January    109 Lesley J Clare

"We need an instrument to play on the "c-c-c-c c-c-cold."   What are 
the names of the instruments we have in our classroom?"

As students name the instruments:

 1. place the instrument where it may be seen
     OR   put its picture on the pocket chart
 2. name the material the instrument is made out of

 3. give words that describe the sound the instrument makes

 4. briefly describe the way the instrument is played
   (tapping, shaking, striking)

ringing

sharp

jingly

sound word ideas

loud

soft

dull

hollow

metal

wood

gourds

unfortunately, plastic

materials

elastic

leather

skin

"Think about the way "c-c-c-c c-c-cold" sounds.   "C-c-c-c c-c-cold"   
Which instrument do you think we need to use to help the song?"  
(As students give suggestions, elicit their reason for the choice.)

New year, but same old rules for instruments!
               respect          wait to use           no complaining    

Place an instrument in front of each child.   Experiment by using different 
kinds of sounds to play the c-c-c's as the class sings the song (hopefully 

without the recorded voices).   Name a category  e.g.  metallic.   Students 
decide if the instrument in front of them fits the category.  If it fits, then they 
play while singing that verse.
  
Repeat using other categories. 

After 3 or 4 opportunities to play instruments while singing, discuss what 
instrument makes the most effective  "staccato" sound for the song.  Then, 
one last time, sing the song with the chosen “most effective” instrument.

shakers
maracas

finger
cymbals

triangle

tambourine

bells

rhythm sticks

claves

cow bell

hand drum

tick-tock
  block

spoons

Playing Instruments

Use with the song:  It’s C-c-c-c C-c- Cold.
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BB Add an Instrument Add an Instrument  to "Los Pollitos"    Key D

A "bordun" sounds like the drone heard 
on bagpipes.  It's produced by playing 
"do" and it's higher "so" at the same time  
on a strong beat throughout a song.  It's 
a simple way to add harmony/texture to 
an accompaniment.

D
A

bordun       do    -    so
Key D         D     -    A

1 While singing “Los Pollitos”, use both hands to 
pat knees on the first beat of each bar (in the 
music look for the words in “red”.

2 Sing one verse of the song, repeating above and 
with the teacher playing the bordun on a 
glockenspiel, xylophone or computer keyboard.

3 Give several students an opportunity to play 
the bordun.   Polish the song as turns are 
being taken;  i.e. work on diction, tempo, etc.

from Lesson 32  CD Music 1
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Music Time

What  is my fav'-rite rhyme?  Could it   be  mu-sic time?   M     U        S   I     C

 M      U       S   I     C            M       U      S    I     C           Could it  be  mu-sic time?

Key G, first note G(doh)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 What...

teaching song
Canada

LJ Clare 2013

This is a perfect song to give students an opportunity to play instruments with instant success.  Instead of 
clapping on the missing letters in M U S I C,   --have students play a percussion  instrument!

spoons
rhythm sticks

cow bell

triangle
tick-tock

block
tambourineclaves

hand drum

finger
cymbals

shakers

jingle
bells

Real percussion instruments take many forms around the world and don't always look like the 
above.  Use what's available and improvise extras  e.g.  use chopsticks instead of rhythm sticks 
(I prefer their sound it's lighter.);   keep empty coffee cans with plastic lids to use as drums;   
metal spoons and other kitchen utensils make great percussion.   With a little imagination 
every primary classroom can have a set of percussion instruments that allows every student to 
play something that clangs, bangs or rattles.

Adding InstrumentsAdding InstrumentsTimbreTimbre

CD2
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chopsticks
 

napkin 
  rings

Can Do Music 2    September    40 Lesley J Clare

"In our newest song, Lukey's Boat, we clapped for some of 
the words.   Instead of clapping, play your instruments 
only in the clapping parts  ---but don't forget to keep 
singing.   Quietly pick up your instruments so you are 
ready."   Sing a verse of Lukey's Boat.   After the verse, give 
instruments back if needed.   "Good playing.   Let's try all 
the verses this time."   Sing all the verses to Lukey's Boat.

Divide the class in half.   Sing "The Bear Went Over the 
Mountain" using conducting cues.   Students who are singing, 
play their instruments.   When they stop singing because the 
other group has begun, then they also stop playing their 
instruments.

Try "The Bear Went Over the Mountain" again.   This time 
instead of dividing the class by geography,  hold up an 
instrument that has metal on it.   Ask all the students who have 
instruments with metal to hold them up.   This is group one.  
They need to watch the conductor's hand with the metallic 
instruments.   Everyone else is in group two.   They need to 
watch the other hand.

After the song, ask students to place the instruments on the mat 
in front of them.  Which kind of group did the students prefer  --
divided by kind of instrument or by where they were sitting?    
Why?

Lukey's Boat

The Bear Went Over the Mountain

Experimenting continues ...1.1.

2.2.

3.3.

4.4.

shakers
maracas

triangle

tambourine bells

rhythm sticks

claves

cow bell

hand drum

tick-tock
  block

finger
cymbals

spoons

coffee cans
with plastic 
lid

metallic sound

beat keeper

misc.

washboard

wooden sound

shoebox
with lid

wooden 
or

metal

childproof
pill bottles
with rice,
or cereal,
or pasta

empty
water bottle
with 
something
to rattle

dollar store
tambourine

bells from
sewing 
supply

metal pots

stainless 
cutlery

guiro

2 tin
pie
plates

shakers

jangly

toys with
squeakers

Repeat experimental time.  At end, ask a few students to play 
their instruments (be on the lookout for interesting methods).

Describe to students how the instruments will be returned to 
their storage places.  Note:  Its helpful to have most students 
staty seated until this is finished.
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1.  It's      C -c- c - c,  C - c -c - c  cold out -side, It's    C -c - c - c, C - c- c - c    cold out-side It's

C - c  -  c - c,    C - c  -  c - c       cold   out-side,      Please may   I  come      in?           2. My

It's  Cold Outside
Key D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,It's...

children's song
Canada   2012

L.J. Clare
do    mi-------------------    mi    do do  mi   so-------------------     so   mi mi  so

do -----------------------------   do   so    so          so     so     mi  mi     do

Can Do Music 2    February    188 Lesley J Clare

Adding Instruments toAdding Instruments to  It's Cold Outside

As discovered while learning the song  ---it only has 4 notes    low do, mi, so, high do.   There are many 
approaches to adding instruments, depending on your focus.   If you use only these four notes, any combination 
will harmonize!

Playing the Melody

Sing the song once through for practice.
Sing a verse of the song using handsigns to show the 
changes in pitch as was done in this week’s first lesson.

Now  --set the different pitches on parts of the body.
Sing a verse, showing the solfa on the body.

Leave the  C, E, G, C bars 
on the glockenspiel.  
Place it so it resembles a 
l a d d e r ,  w i t h  t h e  
large(low) notes at the 
bottom.   This way 
students will be playing 
notes mimicking the 
vertical direction of the 

Choose a focus from below,
or invent another way 
to add instruments.

AA

G
C

C
E

do  C

mi  E

so  G

do  C

high

low

do'

so

mi

do, C

E

Key C

C

G

Improvising  OR   Playing the Beat on the Glockenspiel

Improvising:  Students may 
play any notes they like during 
the song.   It's possible to have 
two students playing one 
instrument.

Playing the Beat:   Sing one verse of the song with students 
stamping their feet to the beat (stamping helps warm up the 
body!).   Now sing another verse with students patting one 
knee at a time on the beat.   Finally choose a student to play 
the glockenspiel ON THE BEAT.   

OROR

Please may I come in?   x
ti  -  ti    ti-ti      ta     sh

Playing a Pattern (Ostinato) on Rhythm Instruments

An ostinato is a repeated pattern.  Choose a 
simple phrase from the song  e.g.

*use any
rhythm instrument

Students pair, share an instrument and take turns either playing and/or singing.  Students playing the 
ostinato may need to sub-vocalize the “Please may I come in” to maintain the pattern.

high do     reach for stars
so              hands on head
mi              hands on waist
low do       touch toes

Show the glockenspiel in its  up-down position.  Explain that the note at the bottom is “low do” (touch 
toes) etc.   One students plays the glockenspiel while the class sings and uses hands on body to show 
the melody.
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Can Do Music 2    November    84 Lesley J Clare

Place the word with words on the pocket 
chart.  Sing the song through once with the 
actions.

Show students the glockenspiel.   Take 
off the notes that are not needed.   (As I 
take off the notes, I simply say  ---"these 
notes are not needed today, and taking 
them off makes it easier to play the 
instrument.")

In preparation for playing the instrument, 
everyone in the class practises using their 
hands as mallets, and their knees as notes.    
Demonstrate with the glockenspiel on 
your lap  --FACING THE STUDENTS.    
Play the low D (the larger one) with your 
right hand,  the G with your left hand, then 
the high D(the smaller one) with your right 
hand which has CROSSED OVER the other 
hand, then  back again to the G with your 
left hand.

In all perfect worlds, students would mirror your 
demonstration  i.e. use their right hand on the G, and left 
on the Ds.   However, it's Grade Two, and still relatively 
early in the year.   Since it makes a good accompaniment 
to play the notes either way  ---I'd probably let students go 
with their first instincts as to which hand to use for the 
cross-over.  Later in the year when the class has practised 
mirroring actions is the time to ask for an exact copy.   For 
now, the focus is playing on the beat and alternating notes 
beginning with a D.

This lit-tle light      of     mine_________________ ...

1      2       3       4        1       2        3       4
ta     ta      ta     ta       ta      ta      ta      ta
D,     G      D'      G        D,      G      D'       G

Key G    first note D(low so)
a cappella count-in:  1  2  3  4  This...

The notes will be played on the beat in a cross-
over pattern    ---low   middle    high   middle.  
Or, a simpler pattern would be alternating 
between two notes (G and one of the Ds).

G
D

D

Play glockenspiel bars in the middle.

G
D

D demonstrating
instrument faces the 
students,  
on your lap, it will look 
like this to you.

Everyone sings and practises to play the 
glockenspiel(pretending there is an 
instrument).   While the class is 
singing/practising watch for someone who 
is able to follow the pattern and keep to 
the beat.   Choose this person to be the 
first player.

Note:   If a student comes to play the 
glockenspiel and has difficulty keeping the beat 
DO NOT try to move their hands/wrists for 
them.   Help them to feel the beat by lightly 
tapping on their shoulders.   It is more 
important for children to want to play another 
time than to get it perfect this time.

Add a "metallic - ringing" percussion instrument
to be played every time the word "shine" is sung.

Timbre:  Timbre:  Adding Instruments in “This Little Light”BB

glockenspiel (from German for “bell play”)

unpitched percussion

spoonstriangle
finger
cymbals

G
D

D

D,  = low D   = longer bar
D'   =high D  =shorter bar

playing a glockenspiel
low notes(longer bars) to 
the left
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I can do music in Lesson  16 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
 2

0
1
2
  

L
J 

C
la

re
, 
co

p
ie

d
 w

it
h

 p
e
rm

is
si

o
n

 f
o
r 

cl
a

ss
ro

o
m

 u
se

 f
ro

m
 C

a
n

D
o
 M

u
si

c

spoons

tambourine

finger cymbals

cow bell

tick tock block

triangle

claves

maracas

hand drum

bells

rhythm sticks

Find the name for each musical 
instrument.  Print the name on the 

The instrument that I want to play the most is ______________________.

Ask me to tell you how to play my favourite instrument!

Percussion Instruments

Using either instruments or 
flashcards, ask students to 
name the instrument AND give 
a word to describe its sound.

With the class choose an 
instrument to be played on the 
chattering in "C-c-c-c C-c 
Cold."   Sing the song and play 
the instrument.

With the class decide on a 
different way to use an 
instrument during the song  i.e. 
play somewhere other than on 
the chattering.  (on the beat, 
just on the word "cold," etc.)

Timbre

Lesson 16b

Naming Instruments Page 41
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